Kama Sokolnicka
Wachstumsrückgangskegel
concrete, soil, golden leaf, neon

In its form refers to buddhist stupa* and it accumulates
goodness for an uncertain future. It is built with the
intention for degrowth** – the reduction of the constant
economic growth.
The cone (der Kegel) is laid out of pressed soil-blocks
on a foundation made of development waste.
The base of the cone is a found object – concrete block,
similar to any of uncounted beton blocks on the
construction sites of developers investitions around the
world. The dried blocks of the nutritious, pressed soil are
“cultures” for new seeds. The soil-blocks technique of
growing plants was developed in Mexico long before the
colonial times. Soil-block in my work are made with the
help of a special soil-press designed by M. Ladbrooke
(https://www.soilblockers.co.uk/pages/our-story).
A stream of neon light is flowing down the cone, on top
of which a gilded nugget has been placed. This kind
of stupa is a hommage to the degrowth goals.
The work refers to the Benjaminian metaphor of progress
as a chaotically growing ruin of history.
*a cone-form Buddhist building, may be a reliquary, that
represents the awaken Budda mind
**a term used both by political, economic and social
movements as well as in many theories criticising the
economic growth paradigm.

On the right – the first sketch. >
Below and aside – the prototype. I would like build more
Wachstumsrückgangskegel in the nature or in many different
places. As tha „banks” for the „money”. v

Stupas example
https://de.wiktionary.org/wiki/Stupa#/media/Datei:Borobodur-IMG_3866.JPG

soil-blocks and M. Ladbrooke
https://www.soilblockers.co.uk/pages/our-story
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